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                Big or small, we have the best pet door
 for your best friend
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												   Big or small, we have the best pet door
 for your best friend.
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                We have pet door parts in stock and ready to ship. R.O.V.E.R. will fetch'em for you.
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												  We have pet door parts in stock and ready to ship
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                Step-by-step instructions so easy a human can do it
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												   Step-by-step instructions
 so easy a human can do it
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														  "Installation was super easy, and with the guided video, that's just the cherry on top. Thank you for a great system!" -Rony
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                We're happy to help - well, most of us
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               Shop pet door parts. They're in stock and ready to ship.
            

            
               Free shipping on all new pet doors. They're in stock and ready to ship.
            

            
               Free shipping on all pet electronics. They're in stock and ready to ship.
            


            
        
        
    
 




    
       
    

   
  
    
    
        
	
	
    
            
                         
                        
                            
                                Items ordered before 12:00pm (PST) will ship no later than the Fourth Business Day (Excluding Weekends and Holidays)

PET DOOR ORDERS AND PART ORDERS SHIP SEPARATELY. 

Please note: there is a 20% restocking charge on all returned items.



Our online store is not set up for International Shipping at this time.
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                        Ideal Pet Easy-to-Fit "Wall Entry" Pet Door
                    
                

                    The only dog door for walls you'll ever need
It has everything:

Comes complete, including all hardware, template, and detailed easy-to-follow instructions. No additional parts or wall kit needed!
Strong structural foam plastic frame designed for...
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                        Ideal Pet Aluminum Sash Window Pet Door
                    
                

                    The Ideal Pet Aluminum Sash Window Pet Door
This pet door is specifically tailored for aluminum sash windows, blending functionality with style – the perfect addition to keep your beloved pet both happy and safe.
 
Why this pet door for...
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                        Ideal Pet Ruff Weatherâ„¢ Pet Door
                    
                

                    The perfect dog door for harsh weather
If you have hot endless summers or cold brutal winters (or both!), this is the right pet door for your Ideal Pet. Our Ruff-Weather™ Pet Door was designed to handle all types of climate conditions, boasting...
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                        Ideal Pet Original Plastic Pet Door
                    
                

                    The original plastic pet door
This best-selling dog door was developed with your Ideal Pet’s safety and sense of adventure in mind. Thousands of pets (and their humans) would agree, it's the most convenient and reliable dog door...
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                        Ideal Pet Low Profile Dual-Flap Pet Door
                    
                

                    The pet door for good dogs and bad weather
Whether you have endless summers or harsh winters, the Ideal Pet Low Profile Dual-Flap Pet Door is the right pet door for your Ideal Pet. Designed to handle all types of climate conditions,...
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                        Ideal Pet Deluxe White Aluminum Frame Pet Doorâ„¢
                    
                

                    Ideal Pet Deluxe White Aluminum Frame Pet Door™
A pet door designed for your Ideal Pet’s safety and sense of adventure:

Strong aluminum frame pet door that installs in doors from 1/2" to 1-3/4" thick
Clear vinyl flap with patented edges...
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                        Ideal Pet AirSealâ„¢ Pet Door
                    
                

                    Meet your new AirSeal™ Pet Door!
Experience unparalleled energy efficiency and wind resistance with our AirSeal™ Pet Door, featuring dual-pane LEXAN® hard panels. The secret lies in the clever air gap placed between the panels, ensuring...
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                        Ideal Pet Designer Series Plastic Pet Door
                    
                

                    Your pet's new favorite door!
Jump into a world of convenience and adventure with our Designer Series Plastic Pet Door! Designed with your pet's safety and their love for exploration in mind, this door is a breeze to install. It’s reliable, easy...
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                        It's a Dog's Lite â€“ Set of Two...While Supplies Last!!!
                    
                

                    Complete Set of 2 (Black and Red)

Attaches easily to your dog's collar
Waterproof and Lightweight
Long Lasting, Super Bright
Batteries Included
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                        Pet Patio Door Latch-Lock (White)
                    
                

                    Our Latch-Lock is designed for use with any size and style of Ideal Pet  Aluminum Patio Door
Easy to Install.
All Hardware and Detailed Instructions Included.
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                        Ideal Pet Aluminum Side Sliding Window Pet Door
                    
                

                     
Give your furry friend the freedom they deserve
Meet the Ideal Pet Aluminum Side Sliding Window Pet Door – the perfect blend of practicality and style for pet owners with aluminum side-sliding windows. It's not just a pet door; it's a...
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                        Ideal Pet Designer Series Ruff Weatherâ„¢ Pet Door
                    
                

                    The Ideal Pet Door for Extreme Weather Conditions
For pets (and their humans) who experience scorching summers or freezing winters, the Designer Series Ruff-Weather™ Pet Door is a great choice. Designed to withstand harsh weather conditions, this...
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